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hematical analyses have been made of the field intensity existing
at close proximity to both a terminated transmission line within a shielded
room and an injection loop and are presented to permit the determination
of such field intensities ini texms of distance from the source of excitaw-
tion m-d the exciting voltages. Experimental determinations have verified
the accuracy and correlation of measurements made by both methods up to a
frequency of 10 megacycles. Further investigations of the action of a ter-
minated transmission line operated within a shielded room have indicated
that the accuracy of field intensity below the line with respect to the
frequency employed is a function of room size, lind length and perfection
of termination. For a room 22 x 14 x 12 feet in height, using a relatively
small diameter transmission line, computed field intensities may be expected
to be accurate within experimental limits up to a frequency of 15 megacycles
but beyond this frequency, certain not completely determined conditions may
introduce errors as high as 70% duo to the existence of relatively sharp
,resbnances. It is shown that pure resistive torminat, on of a small dia-
meter transmission line within a shieldod room is inadequate to completely
eliminate all standing waves at the higher fruquencies.
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INTRODUCTI ON

1. In radio direction finoor wtrk, it is necessary to conduct many
tests and obtain much oxporimeltal data with the equipment operating
in an actual radio frequency field rather than, as can be done in re-
ceiver work, by the use of standard signal generators feeding the equip-
munt through dummy antennas. Furthermore, in order to conduct such tests
and experimentation meaningfully, it is often necessary to produce such
fields within a shiolded room to eliminatu extornal disturbances and to
permit the control of such fields as well as to readily determine their
actual intensity in terms of microvolts per motor.

2. In furtherance of this requirement, the practice has been devel-
oped of employing a terminated transmission line within a reasonably
sized shielded room for the production of the required electromagnetic
waves. Such techniques are presumed to simulate pure vertically polar-
ized waves of computable intensity.

3. A second technique that has been employed in the past and is
useful for certain specific purposes involves the employment of a so-
called injection loop, rather than a terminatod line, for producing the,
electromagnetic waves. This is convenient for certain prQduction test-
ing purposes inasmuch as it can be employed with relatively close spac-
inG between the injection loop and the direction finder collector using
relatively high luvols of field intensity and accordingly precludes the
necessity of monopolizing a shielded room. Because of this it is be-
liovod that a more rigorous treatment of shielded room transmission line
techniques is of interest and of practical usufiAlnoss. The injection
loop case is submitted in this report in the interest of completeness
of the presentation. However,. and particularly in the case of the use

V• of transmission lines, no mathematical treatment can readily take cog-

nizance of other intangibles, such as the effects of iimtperfect line
terminations, wires, furniture, observers, etc., within the room and
similar factors. Because of this, it was beliuvod desirable to con-
duct experimental determinations in these promises' in order to obtain
as much information as possible about the magnitude of their influences.

STATEENT OF PROBLEM

4. From time to time it has boen necessary to employ both of the
above modern measurement techniques, shat is, both injection loops and
transmission lines and to extend the frequency range at which they are
used to points beyond which any previous experimental data have boon
obtained.

5. For this reason, and inasmuch as the accuracy of the field inten-
sity in which a direction finder collector is placed is of primary

.importance in direccoion finder work, it hLd become desirable, from time
to time, to investigate the accuracy of the various methods of producing
such field intonsities and to attempt to determine the limiting para-
meters in order to permit control of these factors.

6. •Accordingly the problem reported on heroin involved the
following:
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(a) The development of formulas by which the field intensity exist-
ing within a shielded room at various distances from both an injection
loop and a terminated transmission line could be calculated in terms
of the driving voltages.

(b) The determination of the absolute accuracy of such calculated
values.

(c) The determination of the limiting frequencies at which trans-
mission, line techniques can be employed with acceptable accuracy.

(d) The determination of the limiting conditions in connection with (c)
above.

(e) The determination of the best methods of ascertaining the proper
values of line terminations.

(f) The determination of the effects of imperfect line terminations
on accuracy.

7. Because the work described herein was carried on as opportunity
permitted, it does not represent a complete or consecutive series of
tests but rather three separate sets of investigations conducted at
different times, Consequently the results can not always b.a directly
correlated. However, this fact is of some advantage, inasmuch as the
indirect correlation of the results of tests conducted with different
equipments under different conditions and at different times is :0ndic-
ative of the accuracy of procedure and results.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

8. All experiments were conducted in two separate shielded rooms
identical in construction, size, and appointments. These rooms were
22 feet long, l feet wide and 12 feet high and were single shielded
by heavy copper shoot, with the exception of one end. For purposes
of ventilation and light, this end was shielded by small copper mesh,
the shielding being double and separated by approximately 2 inches,

9, The transmission lines used were of hard drawn copper wire,
0,065 inches in diameter, spanning the length of the rooms, and centered
between the side walls. The spacing of the lines between. the floors
and ceilings of the rooms differed. In the room used for the test of
injection loop versus transmission line techniques, the wire was spaced
98.4 inches from the floor while in the one used for all other investi-
gations, this spacing was 84 inches.

lO. The transmission line feed was also different in the two rooms
used, in the front case the line, being fed from the solid shielded end
of the room, and in the other from the screened end. in both cases,
however, the standard signal generators used for feeding the lines
were mounted on the respective walls with their output jacks immediately
adjacent to the transmission lines so that tie length of lead between
the output jacks and the linosdid not exceed two or th*eo inches.
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11. Terminations for the lines wore applied at the opposite end of
the rooms =nd consisted of conventional composition resistors bridging
the small insulators separating the lines from the walls, the grounded
side of the resistors being connected to the shielding of the rooms
through short, heavy Belden strips to minimize inductance.

12. In investigating injection loop techniques, the injection loop
was kept small (approximately 10 square inches in area) and the spacings
between it and the collector loops were similarly minimized, the assembly
being kept in the approximpte center of the room to avoid serious wall
reflections. In all cases, the injection loop was fed from a standard
signal generator with sufficiently high swamping resistance in series
therewith in order that the current in the 16op would be independent of
frequency, the value of resistance being chosen so that the inductive
reactance of the loop was negligible at the highest freqeincy used.

PROCEDURES

13. In work of this kind, it has been the practice of this Laboratory
to simplify the operation of all measurement setups by making them as
direct reading as possible thereby minimizing the necessity for comput-
ations. In furtherance of this, it has been the practice in the produc-
tion of standardized field intensities to employ what has been termed a
"0 factor for' converting the injection voltage from the standard signal
generator to terms of field strengths in microvolts per meter at various
distances from the injection loops or transmission lines. This is ob-
viously an arbitrary factor inasmuch as it involves both space attenua-
tion, values of swamping resistance, etc., but it is of groat practical
convenience inasmuch as for any known and precalibratod spacing between
the injection loop or transmission line and the d-f collector, it is
only necessary to divide the standard signal generator voltage by the
"K" factor to obtain the field strength in microvolts per meter.

14. In determining the actual field strength existing at different
distances from the transmission line, standard loop field intensity
meters were employed. Up to approximately 15 megacycles, an RCA Type
308A instrument was used while above this frequenicy, recourse was made
to a Measurements, Inc., Type 68A meter. In view of the fact that those
two instruments overlap in frequency between 15 and 18 megacycles, it
was possible to obtain correlation of the~ir relative accuracies and
accordingly minimize errors resulting from the change in measuring
equipment.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

15. Prior to the conduct of any experimental work on the subject
problem, a mathematical analysis was nade of the factors affecting the
field intensity existing at given distances from a transmission line
or an injection loop and formulas evolved or' verified for. these fact(ors.
In 1 tll cases,.the foermulqs.we•o arranged to iel results it termis of
vo ages appleo to q 0 e injecon sys em ratner than ourren s existing
in the system. This treatment is of more practical importance although
less orthodox.

16. This mathematical treatment is contained in Appendix A.



INJECTION LOOP INVESTIGATIONS

17. The first experimental work on the problem in question was done
with injection loops to determine the Validity of the mathmatical treat-
ment and the duplication of measurement r esults when transferring from
transmission line to injection loop methods. This resulted from a
specific requirement, necessitating the development of a production
method of testing in, a relatively small space a certain line of small
direction finders. Unfortunately the specific requirement of this
problem did not n ecessitate consideration of the higher frequencies so
that work in these particulars was not carried on above 10 megacycles.

18. The injection loop used was a 10 turn rectangular loop having
a total area of approximately 10 square inches and the receiving or
direction finder loop was a round five turn balanced loop approximately
four inches in diameter. The test setup employed is shown by Plate 1.
The basic purpose of these particular tests was to ascertain the valid-
ity of the computed variation of field intensity°with spacing between
the injection and collector loops and with the standard signal generator
inputto the former. At the time these experiments were conducted
no field intensity meter was available and recourse was made to a prev-
iously calibrated. transmission line as a source of known field intensity.
The two standard signal generators, one for feeding the transmission
line and the second for feeding the injection loop were previously checked
for coincidence of ouutput. A five inch cathode rayescifloscope was
employed as an output indicator, primarily for convenience.

19.. The receiving loop was placed beneath the transmission line at
a .measured distance at which the field intensity was kniwn through prev-
ious. calibrations; by: computation, using Equation 4 of Appendix A, the
spacing between the injection loop and the receiving loop to produce
the same field intensity was determined and the injection loop fixed in
this position. Thereafter, the receiving loop was excited altermately
'from the transmission line and from the injection loop and the difference
between the inputs of the two sources of voltage for the same reference
output was de termined. This was done at various levels, the receiver
gain be ing decreaoed as the field intensity was increased in order to
preclude overloading of the receiver and to maintain the oscilloscope
image on the screen. The results are shown by Plate 2. It will be noted
that the discrepancies between the field intensities obtained by the
respective methods of injection are within observational limits and ex-
perimental accuracy, the maximum deviation not being in excess of 5%.
It is be lieved that these tests demonstrate the validity and usefulness
of Equation 4 of Appendix A for computing field intensity versus loop
s pacing and injection voltage. It is further believed that such methods
may be less susceptible to inaccuracies resulting f rom uncontr ollable
conditions such as may result from the employment of transmission line
techniques ove r wide frequency ranges. Plate 3 has been prepared as a
useful graph for minimizing the caloulations involved in determining
field intensity versus loop spacing and permits thd direct determination
of "K"1 in terms of spacing for various values of physical loop config-
uration and swamping resistance.

20. As a practical matter, in employing this technique, several pre-

cautions are obviously necessary. The loop diameter or the greatest
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spacing between sides of a rectangular loop must be kept rulatively sxmll
with respect to the wave length employed. In no case should it exceed
a fortieth of a wave length. Similarly the number of turns, their phy-
sical spacing, otc., should be restricted to the point where the resonant
frequency of thd injection loop is well above the highest frequency at
which it is to bo used. As a final precaution, the swamping resistor
should be so proportioned in size that its value is at least 20 times
the inductive reactance of the loop at the highest frequency employod.
It is generally of practical use, inasmuch as this value of resipta4co
is not particularly critical, to employ resistors having an even order
of resistance, such as 1000, 10,000 ohms, etc.

TRANSMISSION LINE INVESTIGATIONS

21. The tests described above verify the accuracy of data obtained
for injection, loop methods of producing known field intensities and in
view of their correlation with previous field intensity calibrations of
a transmission line partially justify the accuracy of results obtained
with the latter.

22. Subsequent to their conduct, throe questions arose as to the
accuracy that might be expected in the use of a transmission line within
a shielded room for the creation of determinable field intensities.,
These involved the effect on accuracy of:

(a) The impedance of the source of driving voltage (i.e., the sig-
nal generator. output, impedance).

(b) The determination and employment of the proper value of line
terminating resistance.

(c) The frequency of measurement (i.e., the maximum frequency for
any given setup,that can be employed with acceptable accuracy).

EFFECT OF DRIVER OUTPUT IMPEDANCE ON ACCURACY

23. Certain standard signal generators or other drivers are so do-
signed that their output impedance varies: with their output level.
Practically all calculations of field intensity or "K" factor below a
transmission line are based on the assumption that the impedance of
the driving source is zero or at loait low in comparison with the line
impedance. In order to check the magnitude of errors that might result
from th6 practical fact that this is not always true, calculations were
made, of the errors in "K" factor for lines of various characteristic
impedances that would result from the change of impedance of the goner-
ators used in the Laboratory when going from low to high output levels.
Plato 4 shows the magnitude of thes6 errors and indicates that 'for a
460 ohm line, the normal ten ohm impedance of the generator introduces
an error of only 2.5% with respect to the idealized zero impedance,
which is within the limits of accuracy for vn)asuroments of this type
and hardly warrants the use of a correction factor, However, when
going to the 50 ohm impedance, the error increases to 10.Wo, which does
warrant consideration. This fact is of impartanne inasmuch as it indic-
ato• that once a setup is calibrated for "K" factor with a certain impod-
anco of the driver, this impedaane cannot be appreciably changed without
Scorrecting the "K" factor for'the ohange. 'It similarly indicates that,
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while a low impedance line might be advantageous for 6ortain other reasons,
the use of such a line will make the sotup more critical to changes in
driver impedance rand consequently loss flexible in practical use.

EFFECT OF IMPEBRFECT TERMINATION ON. ACCURACY

24. The resistance value for tho proper termination of a transmission
line can be determiriaed by three methods:

(a) By calculation from the, geometric dimonsions of the room and the
line.

(b) By calculation fromn a measurement of the open circuited capac-
itance of' the line.

(C) By trial and error based on measurements of the standing waves
on the line.

25. Calculation of the line impedance from the geometry ofC the room
and its size and position is rather complicated if accuracy is to be ob-
tained, except for certain special eases.

26. A far more simple method yiolding quite accurate results involves
merely a measurement of the capacitanco of the open dircuitod line and
the calculation of the line impedenee from this capacitance by the
following formula:

£z 1016
C/ft

where
Y Z - Line iripodance in ohms

C/ft - Average capacity in uuf par foot-o'f line

The line capacitance may be measured either with a "Q" motor, a "Bridge"
or by other methods.

27. The above formula a.pplies only for air dielectric between the
wire and the walls of the room.

28. The third method of varying the termination in increments and
measuring the standing wave ratio for each value of resistance, obtain-
ing the optimum value by inspection or interpolation of the resulting
ratios, while constmring more time, yields the most rigorous results,
inasmuch as the moasuronents are in terms of the desired end results.

29. Mpasuremonts that had previously boon conducted in the shielded
room in question up to frequencies of 30 megacycles, had indicated
reasonably accurate termination as judged by measurements made on d. f.
equipment and such field intensity checks as wore made. However, all
such ta-st work had been conducted at certain specific frequencies which
conceivably could have straddled froquencius where difficulty could
exist. Furthermore, checks made with a field intensity meter under the
line had never boen carried beyond 18 megacyclesi
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30. A test was accordingly made to determine ,.ny variatioli in field
intensity that might exist ttt ,a given distrunce bolo;w the lint) with rns-
pect to variation in frequency. In order to rumzw as irny sources of
error as possible, a power measureont technique wai oeipluyed. A round
single turn loop, six inches in diameter was supported under the trans-
mission line at its center Lnd spaceud approxImately 15 inches from the
closest point of its diumeter to the line. Thu torminals of the loop
w.ore connected to a sensitiwv thorrmocouplo, the output term.nals of
which were connected to an a'dja-cent indicating instrumont. The
line was driven by a low-power trausmittur and the applied voltage meas-
ured at the line with a vacuum tubo volt;outer. All electrical adjust-
iients includin; the reading of the loop current wore ma'de from behind
the screened end of thj rooml so as to preclude any influence from an
observer's body. For j.ach observation the voltago in -the 'oop wAias cal-
culated with duo regard to the iripedance of the loop circuit, taking
cognizance of both the loop react-nce at the respective frequencies and
the thermocouple resistance.

31. Plate 5 shows the results in' terms -f' percent accuraCcy of field
intensities measured at a fix..; distance below thu line, for variation
in frequency, the ten megacyclo value being t-ken ts a reference.
While the data takon on two successive runs .by this .method, as shovwn
by Plato 5 do not produce -. smooth plot duo probably to reading and
indicating inaccuracies of the meter used (which through lc.,ck of suf-
ficient power, had to be operated well down on the sci.,lu) the trond of
the results is unmaistakable. It indicates that thQ errors in presumed
field intensity (based on the 10 mc value) begin t) increase, rapidly
above approximately 18 meGacyclos, reaching a peak at approximoutely 28
megacycles. These measurements wore not carried beyond 30 mYac-ycles,
the top range zn the transm~itter, s,: that at the time they wore t:.ken,
the trend beyond 28 rmegacycles c:,uld not be definitely determ4ined.

32. As a result of this tcst, it -mas suspected that standing• waves
might exist on the line duo to imperfect termination (490 ohms being
employed) and that the existence and the possible movement of the current
anti-nodes of such standing waves might account for the urrors nitod.

33. accordingly it was decided to chock the optimum value of termin-
ation and to ascertain the offectiv,.noss of such termination by a measure-
ment of standing waves on the line.

34, In furtherance of this, a two turn loop was constructed on a
thin plate of insulating intorial cand arrangnod ýith hangers so that
the assembly could be run alon6 the line, using it as a messenger.
This constituted a magnetically coupled prob6. Tho loop was coupled
to a receiver through a shielded concontric transmission line. fith
this arrangement it was quickly discovered that appreciable standing
wavoes did exist on the line, indicating that the termination of 490
ohmsthen employud was not optimum.

35. The line was excited at thirty (30) xeogacycles a.nd the values
of terminating resistance changed in increraent~s, from zero to infinity,
the standing wave ratio being measured for each value of tormdination
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umployed. The results of this experiment are shown by Plate 6. An
examination of this plate indicates three interesting facts:

(a) A variation in terminating. resistance of plus or minus Iwo
of the optimum does riot appreciably affect the standing wave ratio.

(b) The optimum value of termination appeared to be approximately
464 ohms.

(c) No value Of pure resistive termination completely eliminated all
standing Wavws from the line.

36. The line termination was then established at 464 ohms and the
chock for standing waves repeated by the use of the same setup using
frequuncy as a variable. The rosults arv shown by Plate 7. While it
is difficult to draw puany specific conclusions from these meager data,
they do indicate the possible existence of a reactance even with optimum
resistive termination and that the standing wave condition shows an
erratic tendency above approximately 20 megacycles.

37. It would appear from the impossibility of completely eliminating
all standing waves from the line that the terminations employed were
never entirely resistive. While it is sometimes thought that this is
due to the resistors used having a certain amount of capacitance assoc-
iated therewith, it is believed that the difficulty is moru likely the
result of the inductance of the end walls of the room being in series
with the terminating resistance. This is predicated on the analogy
that the side walls represent the outer shield of a concentric line,
which is torminated by the end walls through the driver impedance tond
the terminating resistance. Should this diagnosis be correct, the use
of a capacitance (proportioned f.r the frequency involved) in series
with the terminating resistance should result in the desired elimination
of all standing waves. Unfortunately time did not permit an experimental
determination of theL correctnass of this hypothesis.

EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON ACCUPJiCY

38. Subsequent to the obtainment of the data shown by Plates 6 and 7,
it was decided to dtetrmine the maximum frequency at which acceptable
accuracy could be obtained with a line by measuring field intensity versus
frequency up to 50 megacycles, at a fixed distance below the line.

39. For this purpose the loop of a field intensity meter was fixed
at a distance of 25-;L inches to its center below the midpoint of the line
and field intensities measured for constant line injection over the
frequency range of 10 to 50 megacycles. The results are shown by Plate
9. No data were taken below ten megacycles, inasmuch as data taken
previously in the shielded room used for the injýction loop tests in-
dicated that results below 10 megacycles are consistent. Those data are
shown by Plato 8, which cannot be directly correlated with data of Plato
9 the line spacings being different for the two cases. Plate 9 indic-
atos that, no% only may inaccurate results be expec~ed for the particular
line and room" employed, for frequenieas above 15 megacycles but that, as
had previously been determined, resonances appeared to exist in the
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system beyond this frequency. One quite pronounced resonance appeared
at approximately 26 megacycles, another minor resonance at approximately
43 megacycles mad a third was imking its appearance at 60. It is of

interest to note that the use of this particular line and room would re-

sult in an error as high as 70/ at 26 megacycles although at other freq-
uencios between 12 and 50 mqgacycles, the errors might be loss.

FIELD INTENSITY GRADXENT BELOW A LINE

40. While the fiold intensity motors wore available, tests were
made to determine the variation in the field intensity gradient exist-

ing between the line and the floor of the shielded room in order to
ascertain the correctness of the equationsof Appendix . in these part-
iculars that show the "K" gradient as not following an inverse square
law with distance due to floor and coiling reflections.

41. This was accomplished by placing the pickup loop of the Measure-
ments Type 5BAfield intensity meter at varying distances below the center
of the line, noting the field intensity for constant injection voltage.
The results of this test, indicating the K factor versus distance below
the line, are shown by Plate 10. It will be noted that not only does
the field intensity gradient not follow an inverse square law, but that
the measured values of "K" compare reasonably well with the computed
values.

MEASURMEMNT OF ROOM RESONANCE

42. An attempt was then made to determine the causes of the apparent
resonant conditions existing in either or both the room and the line,
In view of the complex nature of the shielded room and the line and the
difficulty of coupling to critical voltage or current points of unknown
position, an attempt was made to measure the resonances, using the follow-
ing technique. A relatively high Q inductance was connected to a Q meter
bonded to the mid point of one of the side walls of the room with the
line in place. A vertical antenna or probe was connected to the high
potential side of the loop. The Q of this circuit was then measured at
progressively varying frequencies, on the premise that at the resonant
points of the room a pronounced reduction in Q would appear. With this
arrangement the 43 and 50 megacycle resonance points were located but
the more pronounced 26 megacycle resonance failed to appear. Plate 11'
shows the results of these measurements.

43. A physically larger inductance or loop was then connected to
the N"Q motor which was moved to the center of the room so that the
loop was coupled relatively close to the line. Under this condition a
pronounced resonance of the line was observed at approximately 22.5
megacycles with it either open or shorted. However, this disappeared
when the line was terminated with 464 ohms. Utbdor this condition what
might be interpreted as a very broad and ill-definad resonance between
24 and 28 megacycles appeared. The line was then removed from the room
and the experiment continued in an attempt to locate any general room
resonances. Curve 4 oý Plato 12 indicates that under this condition a
resonance is apparent at approximately 24.5 megacycles. However, too
much crOdence cannot be placed on this moasurempnt inasmuch as the "Q"
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meter was "hot" during the test only being grounded through approximately
six feet of power cable and since the addition of three feet of power
cable reduced the magnitude of the apparent resonance and at the same time
markedly changed the measured "Q" of the loop.

ADDITIONAL WORK TO BE DONE

44. It is unfortunate that the exp'erimental work reported herein
had to be conducted at such times as opportunity and the pressure of
more important work permitted. For this reason the data obtained are
in many cases inconclusive and in any event have not been carried
sufficiently far to be useful under many practical conditions. For
example, it is believed dosirable to make further investigation of the
nature and causes of the apparent resonances existing within the shielded
room and under the transmission line with a view toward developing methods
of eliminating or correcting such conditions and to determine the corre-
lation between room size, line length and frequency of operation with
respect to usable accuracy of the transmission line method of producing
determinate field intensities.

45. Similarly, it is believed desirable to make further investigations
with respect to the difficulty of obtaining perfect line termination
with a view toward the complete elimination of all standing waves on
the transmission line.

46. It is hoped that it will bo possible to obtain more data in these

particulars and in the near future prepare an addendum to this report.

-CONCLUSIONS

47. While the tests described herein have not been sufficiently ex-
haustive to permit the determination of all the parameters involved
in the employment of transmission line techniques within a shielded room
for the production of predetermined field intensities, from the trend
of the data obtained, it is concluded:

(a) That the upper frequency limit at which a transmission line within
a shielded room may be used with reasonable assurance of accuracy is de-
termined by the size of the room.

(b) That within certain limits, the smaller the room the higher the
frequency at which a line nay be used with acceptable accuracy.

(c) That the line length, regardless of room size should preferably
be less than L. wave length for the highest frequency at which measure-ments are to be made.

(d) That the value of line impedance, as determined by capacity
measurements of an open line is sufficiently accurate to use for the
value of terminating resistance.

S(a) That no resistive termination completely eliminates standing
waves.,

-10-



(M) That the use of capacitance in series with-the line termination
might be advantageous in reducing the standing waves.

(g) That the elimination of all standing waves from a line might
possibly require a more cri ;ical Value of line termination.

(h) That the use. of injection loop in lieu of transmission line
techniques might be advantageous at the higher frequencies inasmuch as
the size of the loop can be suitably proportioned to the frequency in-
volved so as to avoid errors resulting from resonant oondit1o4s, whereas
with a transmission 1ýnq resonances cannot be avoided unless a m'4lti-
plicity of rooms is available.

(i) That the agreement between the calculated and measured values
of field intensity as well as the "K'T factors 'for both injection laops
and transmission lines is acceptable, provided that in the calculations
consideration is given to all the factors involved.

(j) That, with respect to (i) above, the injecotion loops lend them-
selves more readily to accurate calculations because of the absence of
intangibles in their design and use.
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Appendix A

DERIVATION
FOR,

TRANSMISFION LINE CONSTANT

d2

fA-" i (Transmissfon Lino)

dp

-777 4 7•17' 7 777-1-7-

L3 "]•,Images

L3

L4
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Assume that the transmission line is infinite in length.

Then by the Biot-Savart law, the magnetic component of the indactton
field is given b7

H

H = magnetic field? amperes per meter

d 9 distancq from transmispion line to ar7 point, meters

i z current in line, amperes

The field at ar7 point P due to direct induction from the current
in the line L is therefore

H x
2Wd

However, the field created by the line also induces currents in the
floor and ceiling of the shielded room which in turn produce image fields
in space. These in turn react on oach othor, producing a series of secondary
images, which aro of minor importance and can be neglected. The fields pro-
duced at the point P by tho primary images may be defined ass

H2 -

H3-" "H3=21(2dI - dy
The resultant magnotic field at the point P, due to the current in

the transmission lina and its imagesp is obtained by the addition of the
individual fiolds, taking cognizance of the signs; thus;

Ht x H1  H2 - H3

'E_ E-z voltago appliod to the line

TZo- Zo" impedance of limo

substituting and cross multiplying

L - 231Zo

Pag 2 dof -p2 d)
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changing from meters to inches

Ht 1/
.0254I. : 2d29 2

e (Field Intensity) :120n H Hgrnweol, Paeo 535.

.o254 (71" 'd "2 ..d _

IK -O z

2360(i' 1#d 1  ) d, d1, d2 are in inches

C7.

Pago 3 of Appeoidx A
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FIELD •TREINGTH DERIVATION " §

FOR
.. INJECTION LOOP-

dl: d

The. magnetic field produced by a single closed cir'cuit is given- by
closod closed
circuit circuit

~M;Idl .= I4'I~ ~4'rV&"I

By ?mme~try the normal component o>f H (magne~tic field), vanishes,, tho
tesultaiit being, along the axis, or Hax~al; •hus:

¢ . • sin ddH. .d

d

4.IT'

2 d"o,

Page 4 of ApP.zIXIA
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where N 'number of turns

H1axiaj d 01
21Yr2 NI I2

but d (: (~X2)+

thore~fore

Haxiai

C: 12011TH Harnwoll,, Pago 535.

th"m

if XV~r

Reducing the above equation to r in cm., and I in n.a., 'tho fio34
intonsity i. will be in w1/63.

Reducing this to dist.nnce in inches'

It is more convonio~nt .to express I in voltage and imped-ance; therofqmp

Ahor R is a s'6rioo rosistor in loop circuit

Let R>ý 2Irft so that tho curront in the loop is indaopodoutt of the
frequonq of opertion.

logo l of A;Vondiz A



then equation (2) becomes

: 3�2 N2E
X3R (3)

Equation (3) can be further simplifiod for practical; ConVenionDei to,

2360

whore

: field intensity in microvolts per motdr.

E 8 signal.gonorator voltage in microvolts, appled to the
injection loop.

A a area of injection loop in square inches,

N a number of turns of injection loop.

x -- distance flo injection loop in inches.

"R • sereos swaqn rosittanro in ohmsin loop cilcuit. ..

Pqo 6 of Appoa1z A
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